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Carmen
FernandezHockaday

Hello. My name is Carmen
Fernandez-Hockaday. I was born
in Vega Baja, Puerto Rico. I was
raised in NYC and moved to
Florida in 2004. I am the Mother
of three Children. Boy. Girl, boy.
My children are all professionals.
My oldest son, Cory is a
Comedian/Actor. My daughter
Xiomara is a Physician Assistant.
My youngest son CJ is a
Photographer, Model and works
for Apple.

I started this Journey when I got
an inbox from a promoter asking
me to compete in a bodybuilding
show in 2019. I had no idea what
I needed to do and he assuredme
that he would guide me and get
me the proper help. I accepted
the offer and began my journey
into the bodybuilding world. I
trained really hard and began a
good diet plan. It was amazing to
see how many people were
willing to help me. I was happy
when my friend Keni offered to
train me for free. The exchange
was to Model his new clothing
line. He askedme to take pictures
wearing his gear and send them
to him to use for promotion. I got
clothes from him to Model and
came out in his video as an
Instructor. It was a great
experience. Soon after I began to
do several photoshoots and
finally came out with my very
own Calendar. I started to post
professional pictures from the
photoshoot and immediately got
the attention of several
photographers. One day, I
decided to go to a casting call for
runway Models and got Casted to
"The Black Mistique" Models. This
is when I was taught how to walk
a runway. I did that for over a year.
Later on I answered another
casting call for Wendell's Models
and learned to perfect my walk. It
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was hard to transition from walking as a
bodybuilder to walking as a runway model
because one is rough and tough and the
other, was Feminine, Soft and
sophisticated. At times it became very
difficult. I felt isolated, not confident and
didn't fit in, but my passion and
determination made me stick to my plan. I
was there at every rehearsal. Never missed
a day. I finally didmy first runway show and
it felt fantastic! My friends and family were
there to cheer me on. I was able to wear
named brand clothing from all types of
Designers. I felt like I was on top of the
world. I decided that my goal would be to
appear in a Magazine. I honestly didn't
think that atmy age, I would get that far, but
left it up to God to see how far I can gowith
my new career.

Soon after, I was published in my first
Magazine!! The feeling I got from seeingmy
namewritten in aMagazine was incredible!
Not to mentioned my biography to be
included. This was just a little over a year
from starting my career as a Model. Since
then, I've done many runway shows,
photoshoots and published several times. I
recently did a major photoshoot with
"Publica International", which consisted of
fifteenModels, threeMuscle Cars and three
motorcycles. We had five photographers, a
videographer, promoters, and several
production staffing. What an experience! I
have been very fortunate in my journey. It
is allowing me to travel, meet new people,
get fabulous photos, walk the Runway and
even get casted for a short film. You're
never too old to live your dream. I always
wanted to be a Runway model since I was a
teenager. At that time, the requirements
were tough. You had to be 5'9 or taller to
walk a runway. Now, the demand is not as
bad and so, I am able to live my dream. I
would like to thank all the people that
follow me, support me and made this
happen. I also want to be an example to my
children. Is never too late to start a career
or reach your dreams. I am living proof!

Photographers Credits: Publica
International
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Christie
Perez

My goal is to show anyone I
capture their inner beautiful.
To show them that their
authentic self beautiful inside
and out.

Photographers Credits: Berry
Pleased Photography
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Coco-Juliette's goal is to be a professional dancer.
She dances every day and loves her acro, jazz,
contemporary and Broadway jazz but her
absolute favourite is ballet. Sheworks hard on her
technique because her dream is to be in the Royal
Ballet.

Dance can be challenging at times but she has
learnt that through hard work and determination
that all is possible.

Photos Credits :: Julian Lynch

Coco
JulietteMoss
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Dawna
LeeHeising

Dawna Lee Heising has performed in over 180
feature films and has won over 200 Acting and/or
Producing Awards. She is trained in Tang Soo Do
martial arts, martial arts weapons, kickboxing,
ballet, and pole dancing. She is a former Miss Los
Angeles Chinatown, Ms. US World, Ms. World, Ms.
Universe, Miss San Francisco Universe, Miss
Orange County Universe, Miss California
Hemisphere, Mrs. California United States,
Hollywood Silver Screen Film Festival Queen, and

Kaiju International Film Festival Queen, among
many other titles. She has a B.S. Degree in
Business Management and MBA from Pepperdine
University. Her uncle is legendary director of
photography Tak Fujimoto, and her cousins
George Daugherty and David Wong won a
Primetime Emmy Award for “Peter and the Wolf
on Broadway”.

Photos Credits :: Mark Oeffler
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Faye
Delune

My names Faye Delune, and I’m A Professional
Model, Promoter and Photographer, (Delune
Photography) of over 10+ years, but I’m really just
an all around creative person and artist. I make a
lot of different forms of content and art. Online
Content is my main form of art tho. Honestly my
dream is to just make art, and make others happy,
but really, If I can spark a reaction of any kind from
my art, then I’ve met my goal. I’m a huge nature
lover, who’s obsessed with all things astrology
and space. so I try my best to incorporate nature
and astrology into my work. But really, I just love
bringing ideas, and stories to life with my art.
Almost every image of either me, or my
photography, I try to convey a story within it. “I’m
A Blank Canvas, Give Me A Story To Tell.” / “Lets
Tell A Story.” / “A Story Within Each Piece” Are the
phrases I Use To Describe My Art. For the past 10
years, I’ve been studying and learning
Photography, Modeling, Promoting and Marketing
at The Professional Level and really enjoying the
artistic aspect of it all. In 10 years, as a model,
photographer, and Promoter, I have had the honor
of being featured in/on countless of Magazines,

Runways, Commercials, Editorials, Catalogs,
Websites, Social Medias, and more! I have also
worked with several Brands, Companies,
Businesses, Artists, Designers, Bands, and more!
Through the years, I’ve had the pleasure of
meeting a lot of very cool, interesting, and kind
people. I’m a social butterfly, so obviously this
was heaven for me. People leave impacts on you,
and this job of mine, regardless of if I’m the
model, photographer or promoter, it allows me to
meet lots of people, who usually leave impacts on
me and vice versa.

I love making art, and love showing it off.

I hope you enjoy my work, and I welcome you to
my world.

~ Faye Delune

FayeDelune.com - FayeDelune@Yahoo.com

Photos Credits :: StrayLight Photography, RJ
Photography, George Skepton Photography
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Hani
Turner

My name is Hani Turner. I
am from London,
England. I like doing
ballet dance, apart from
dancing, I do singing and
acting also. I have given
many auditions for
different acting roles. I
was also among the
participants who
participated in 2021 KJ
studio programme.
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Monika
Spiess

Monika Spiess is a Famous Bookwriter / Poet and
actually experienced Photomodel based between
Spain and Cuba.

Photos Credits :: Model: Monika Spiess
@modelmonikaspiess Photographer: Yeni Pupo
@pupitastudio
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Gosh, where do i begin. I first modeled at 4 years
old my first time for a magazine for my county.
Ever since then i felt happiest and most confident
in front of a camera. My dream from then was
when i grew older, i was gonna pick this up and try
to make that little 4 year old girls lifelong dreams
come true of being a published model signed one
day with an agency. The challenges i’ve faced
these past 7 years have been the hardest yet. I’ve
dealt with depression, anxiety, and dark dark

times. When i started shooting with
photographers recently, all of that has
tremendously decreased. I feel I can be myself in
front of a camera at my happiest, i feel confident
and more myself than i ever have. It’s truly my
happy place when i’m shooting, and following my
dreams to make that little me happy.

Photographers Credits: Mehul Shah -
deejaymphotography

Peyton
Hanko
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Sophie
McCrary

My name is Sophie McCrary
and I’m 13 years old. A goal of
mine is to be apart of the
modeling or acting in the
future. I did modeling when I
was younger but
unfortunately had to quit so I
could focus on my studies
more. Challenges that I am
going through right now is

acne. I have struggled a-lot
with it and it is stopping from
modeling again but know I
finally have clear skin and can
start doing what I love again.

Photos Credits :: Connie
Barding at The Photographic
art studio, Insta:
theresavargasphotography
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Willow
White

Willow’s goal is to be a professional dancer/
acrobat. She dances everyday and loves all genres
but her absolute favourites are contemporary and
acro. Willow works hard in all classes. Dance can
be challenging at times but she has learnt that

through hard work and determination anything is
possible

Photos Credits :: Julian Lynch
@lynchjulianphotographer
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